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TECHNOLOGY OR TRADITION?
Or How About Both!
“At LA Cold you can
have the best of both worlds,
technology and traditional warehousing.” According to Renee
Ross, LACS Manager of Information Systems. Ross says,
“Technology is a powerful tool
on its own, but when you mix
technology with solid traditional
warehouse procedures it’s even
better.” Ross explains, “We
have a system in place that,
although the traditional customer may not see it, is managing inventory and processing
orders faster and more accurately. It makes us more efficient and our customer’s lives
easier, even if they don’t know
its there.”

she continues, “For those
customers that need it, LA
Cold technology can provide
them with loads of useful
data. From simple to complex reports, we can email
customers the info they need
in a number of formats, allowing the customer to sort,
import and export the data.”
It has always been the goal
of the LACS Information
Technology Department to
provide traditional warehouse
reports in a painless technology driven manner. Ross
says, “If its information they
want, then our response is,
No problem, we’ll get them
every byte of data we can!”

For those customers
who demand more advanced
reporting technology we can
mix and match valuable data to
meet all of their requirements.
“Information is always useful
and more information is never a
bad thing!” says Renee. “And”

But, sometimes Larry
Rauch, President of LACS,
will wonder aloud, “What
about the customer who is
just looking for traditional
warehouse
requirements?
The customer who says,
“Handle my product safely,

Our Mission:

maintain my inventory accurately, and deliver it in good
condition.” The customer
who says, “That’s all I want, I
don’t need all that technology and all that data”
Renee’s response is, “Well
we do that also, and we do it

Kris Slebodnik reviews new
software with Nathan
Virgen and Erinn Castro.
very well, but even the smallest customer can benefit
from our advanced technology.”
Renee points out the
LACS “E-Vista” program as
an example, “With very little
effort and training, our customers can quickly access
Continued on Page Two

The employees of Los Angeles Cold Storage are committed to protect and preserve

our customer’s product and to enhance their efforts with on time, accurate product handling.
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TECHNOLOGY OR TRADITION?
Continued from the first page.

their receipt documents and delivery tickets, look at their
inventory balances and monitor their warehouse activity via
the internet.” And she says,” You want more technology?
It’s available.”
For instance, what about the traditional handling and
storage services provided by the warehouse? Some customers may ask, “How can technology protect the product
we have in storage?” John Scherer, Manager of Engineering will tell you to check out the advanced computer technology we use to operate our refrigeration systems.
Twenty four hours a day, seven days a week, our computer system monitors the warehouse temperatures. Not
just temperatures either, the computer monitors fans,
pumps and every ounce of coolant flowing through our refrigeration system. Our Chief Engineer is able to turn
equipment on or off, adjust gas or liquid coolant flow and
open and close important valves
from a central location as soon as he
receives immediate notice from the
computer. This is an example of
how advanced technology can supplement traditional warehouse operations and provide up to the moment temperature protection of the
product stored in our warehouses.
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fully insured and have the proper legal authorities. We
also use this same software to accurately track all of our
pickups and deliveries, proofs of delivery and billing.
However in some cases technology does not replace the
traditional hard work we perform at LA Qwik. For instance, LA Qwik Serv Manager of Transportation, Sam
Reyes says he will never surf the internet to book a load.
Sam is convinced that surfing the web to cover a load is
only asking for trouble. Instead he says, “Our in house
technology allows us to maintain an extensive computer
base of select LA Qwik qualified carriers.” Our software
system will only allow us to use the carriers that have
undergone extensive scrutiny. And in the spirit of tradition, it is not uncommon for Sam to perform a random
spot check on our carriers with a surprise visit at different
warehouses and pickup locations. This is when Sam will
mix tech with tradition as he uses digital photography to
perform equipment inspections of carrier supplied equipment as he verifies the equipment supplied, meets LA
Qwik’s strict sanitary and service standards.
Sam says “E-mail is good and we use
e-mail technology everyday but I also
like to have traditional face to face
meetings with the owners and drivers of
the companies we contract.” Sam says
these traditional personal relationships
result in better communication and ultimately, better protection for the freight
we deliver. “Delivering our customers
product quickly is important, but surfing
the web trying to locate a carrier or only
using e-mail for constant communication, is a shortcut I will not take.”

How about protecting our customer’s product as it’s delivered?”
LA Cold, one of the first warehouses to utilize
With software driven refrigerated computer technology, has been providing
docks at the Fourth Street and Astro traditional public frozen food warehouse serWarehouse (and soon at the Central vice to the frozen food industry for over 115
Warehouse) we are investing in the years.
technology necessary to protect
Successful mixing of technology and traditional wareproduct as it crosses our docks, to keep it cold as it moves
house services is a goal we balance with our customers.
to the freezer, and in good condition as it moves on or off
Rejecting personal relationships will never happen at LA
the trucks. Combining technology with building improveCold but good technology can make us a better warements continues our tradition of protecting the product
house and our customer a better customer.
placed in our care.
As new technology presents exciting changes, we will
Tradition and technology mix at our transportation divicontinue to embrace that new technology and provide
sion as well. L.A Qwik Serv Transportation is just as comour customers with even more cost effective and efficient
mitted to both philosophies for our LTL and FTL and our
service. However, one thing that will never change; our
local deliveries as well. We use custom LA Qwik Serv softcommitment to the value of personal warehouse service
ware along with the internet to make sure our carriers are
that is a tradition at Los Angeles Cold Storage.

Sam Reyes Says:

John Scherer Says:

LA Cold is

LA Cold is Proactive -When It
Comes To Reactive Power!

Safety First & Safety Always!
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No Injury Forklift Accident
Forklift Topples at the Central Warehouse
By Sam Reyes, Manager of Transportation

A potentially life threatening accident occurred at the
Central Warehouse after the forks of two high lift forklifts become entangled and one machine toppled to its
side. No injuries were reported in the afternoon accident but a Hyster Forklift was damaged beyond repair
and a second machine, a newer Raymond, suffered
moderate damage.
After a thorough investigation conducted by a team of
LACS Management and Warehouse Supervisors it was
determined the cause of the accident was most likely
inattention and bad judgment.
According to the report, a high lift Hyster forklift became stuck on a crossbar in a 5th level rack position
when the battery drained during operation. Rather
than call for assistance from a supervisor or call on
LACS Engineers to help, two operators attempted to
dislodge the machine on their own. When the forklift
operators attempted to dislodge the machine from the
rack, the forks of both machines became entangled
and the four steel lift forks locked together.
Although the Raymond machine was successfully
freed from the rack, the investigation determined one
of the operators prematurely retracted his forks which
caused the Hyster machine to be pulled to a unstable
top heavy angle. As the machine continued to lean

The Rauch Report
Larry Rauch, President

Integrity is telling myself the truth and honesty is
telling the truth to other people. Anonymous
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from the pull of the Raymond, the Hyster fell to it’s
side. As the forklift fell, both operators were able to
jump from their machines and avoid injury. However,
damage to both machines was extensive when the falling Hyster forklift struck the Raymond’s cage, the
warehouse rack and then crashed to the concrete floor.
Although the toppled
machine
leaked some hydraulic fluid and a
small amount of
battery acid on
the floor, quick
responding Engineers used food
safe
absorbents Hyster Machine Number 210 lies on
its side during the investigation.
maintained
on
site to safely remove the chemicals.
Larry Rauch stated “The seriousness of this accident
proves how dangerous any job can become when safety
procedures are not closely followed.” “Even with our
excellent safety record, accidents do occur and we are
very fortunate no employees were injured” He continued, “Our training came through with a fast professional response and excellent teamwork from the
warehouse personnel and the LACS Engineers as they
mitigated the damage and cleaned up the spill. However it is important we learn from this incident and we
must work and train to avoid it from ever happening
again.”
on us to have their interest as our primary goal and we
will deal with them honestly and fairly.
Those same values should extend to our vendors
and coworkers. If we fail as individuals to be honest
and treat them with integrity, it will inevitably lead to
the failure of the whole organization. Our actions reflect
not only on ourselves, but on our co-workers and the
company as well. We should always look out for each
other and part of that responsibility is to show each
other the respect of honest dealings. Success for the
individual employee and the organization are clearly
linked through our behavior.

Any first class organization has certain basic
values and principles that act as a foundation from
which everything else grows. Two of these are integrity
and it’s close sibling, honesty. In our dealings with our
Teamwork, Safety, Integrity, Professionalism,
customers, vendors and coworkers, it is essential that we Respect and Honesty; it may sometimes seem like it is a
treat people in a way that never leaves any doubt that we lot to ask, but it is never too much to ask.
can be trusted. I often times tell our customers that we
earn their trust and; therefore, their confidence, every
day. By that, I mean not only will we take care of their
product in a professional manner, but they can depend

Larry
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Hanging with EYE Sickle
The EYE is back…EYE been in the Big House….Not that one…A
big dog house, EYE been causing way too much trouble…
None the less, here goes nuttin…Erinn Castro did a 13,000
foot fall from a plane and landed on her feet…EYE did that
once, landed on my head…Speaking of falling…Frosty Velez
took a free fall on the sidewalk, broke her wrist, her face and
her habit of walking to lunch…Jeffrey Rauch, son of the
check signer recently got married, but no time to relax boss,
son Noah got engaged like two days later…Chuck G’s diesel
truck has been breaking down so often, he’s on a first name
basis with the Freeway Service Patrol dude…Car Pool Mama,
Alicia Carrillo is so busy driving kids to gymnastics, wrestling
and soccer she gets about four miles to a gallon of coffee…
Nathan’s wife transferred her job to downtown LA so she
can be close to her husband…EYE’s wife says she wants to
transfer downtown too, downtown New York….Claudia
Valenzuela told the EYE she has so many kids playing sports
she buys athletic socks by the truckload…Tylar, 14 year old
daughter of Charmaine, worked all summer for the Pasadena
Parks and Rec while the EYE wrecked and parked the family
moped...The family Miller is super busy, Shaun got married,
Brianna is working for the school police, Sabrina working on
her teaching cred’s, Jacqueline at Fullerton JC, and Lauren is
starting HS…EYE needs to take a nap just thinking about all
that…EYE alert!!! Be on the lookout…Pedro can’t remember
where he parked the maintenance cart…Floyd is finally back
to work, blew his jump shot, blew out his hamstring, then
blew up all his sick leave…Jennifer traveled to Illinois last
May to hang out and visit with family. When EYE plans a
family visit, the family just wants to hang…Quiet Danny H
took vacation time, it took the Astro crew two days to notice
he was gone…Love the custom remodel on Roxanne’s desk,
who would’a thought a roll of shrink wrap for a bookcase
could look so good…Ricardo Martinez wrecked his two seat
sports car and bought a six seat Dodge to carry all his law‐
yers….Al Trejo told the EYE he has never had an argument
with his wife. BTW….EYE never argued with any of my x‐
wives either…EYE knew the coffee was bad @ 4th Street, but
is it true a coffee spill killed Ruben’s forklift?...Time for a
commercial….Carlos Beas and his sister Leticia make and
install window coverings, drapes and shutters….EYE has
neighbors that beg the EYE to install window coverings…Did
you know Aurelio breeds tropical birds, parrots and cocka‐
tiels and sells them on E‐Bay? He told the EYE he has to fly
them on Continental Airlines to buyers all over the country…
EYE says make those spoiled birds fly on their own…Jorge
got lazy, went on vacation and says he never left the house,
but his boys stayed busy with Giovanni graduating from HS
and Gabriel obtaining his BS from Cal State LA…Pete M and
Jaime V are still playing softball on the weekends. EYE does‐
n’t have the bat & balls to play softball…Uh Oh…back to the
dog house...EYE gotta go….CUL8R.
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QWIK REPORT
By Jennifer Kim
LA Qwik Serv Dispatcher

Transportation news from our LTL/FTL contract carriers and
harbor drayage companies seems to be a little more positive
this Summer but we still have a mixed bag of good and bad
news.
Although container drayage in and out of the harbor continues
to increase with the growing economy, we are facing challenges with some delays by union activities on the dock. Generally the work slowdowns seems to hurt the trucker the most.
In addition, proposed changes to chassis service nationwide
has begun to be implemented. Chassis leasing by the marine
terminals and steamship lines will require the trucker to “rent”
the chassis used to transport the containers. Some ports on
the East Coast have already implemented changes to their
chassis lending policies and those changes may be headed our
way. These operational challenges may make it more difficult
for the drayage trucker and may increase costs to the importers
and exporters. Let’s hope cooler heads prevail….
In other news:


LTL/FTL delivery services continue to grow at LA Qwik,
with new deliveries to all the “Big Box” stores taking the
lead. LA Qwik is solving our customers delivery problems
by not missing appointments and not being late for deliveries. The Big Box stores appreciate carriers who stick to
their word and recommend LA Qwik to many of their
suppliers and vendors.



Because of new negotiated rates, FTL & LTL freight to
the Northwest is now our fastest growing freight corridor
and is increasing to new levels.



Local delivery to the X-Games, The Top Chef television
program and for actress Suzanne Somers, makes LA Qwik
one of the newest stars in Hollywood.



LA Qwik was instrumental in helping Next Foods introduce a new line of “Good Bellys” product to the Los Angeles market by supplying demonstration samples to
health food markets all over Los Angeles.



Recognizing the need for the security of high value containers, more of our customers are asking for guards to
escort their containers in and out of the harbor. LA Qwik
was the first to introduce container based security service
for drayage movement in the LA Basin and we remain the
largest and most trusted provider of this important type of
service.



Customers who need legal and safe overweight container
moves are lining up to call LA Qwik. Don’t get stuck paying a hefty overweight container fine, call us, we can help.

